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Abstract 

In aerospace industry and other major mechanical industry systems, engineering components that 
are subjected to cyclic loads often lead to progressive crack growth that eventually results in struc-
tural fracture. The damage tolerance design which is based on the assumption of pre-existed flaws 
in a structure is an important approach in aircraft industry since it is impossible to have flaw-free 
manufactured components. 

In this thesis work, an evaluation of crack propagation models was carried out. Fatigue crack 

growth threshold and fatigue crack growth rate models were evaluated. A method to present ex-

perimental data available was developed to evaluate uncertainties in fatigue life models for more 

accurate predictions. Currently, a software that is used for predicting crack propagation life is 

NASGRO. The study has been made for two types of materials: a nickel-iron-based alloy (Inconel 

718 forging) and titanium alloys (Ti 6-4 both forging and casting). 

A threshold model is in the normal case developed for each temperature. A method to model 

fatigue threshold (∆Kth) has been suggested by assuming temperature independence of ∆Kth. In 

this method, a new threshold model was created by making use of an A/P (Actual/Predicted) plot 

so that all measured threshold values are on the conservative side of the minimum model. With 

this method, an understanding of fatigue threshold model was improved over the other method 

due to the possibilities to model ΔKth with average and minimum threshold values for each load 

ratio (ΔKth, R). 

Moreover, a method to investigate which set of parameters that best represent the crack growth 
behaviour has been suggested. In this method the best set of parameters were chosen to be the set 
of parameters giving the best fit to the available (da/dN, ∆K) points. The comparison between this 
method and the method with the set of parameters that give minimum scatter in the A/P values 
was done.  
Crack growth rate da/dN log curves were plotted as function of stress intensity range ΔK for R-
ratio values ranging from -2 to 0.9 for the two different methods. A distinctive difference between 
the two methods was observed in Paris region at high temperatures (5500C-6500C) which becomes 
more obvious at lower R-ratios. Predicting crack propagation rate model with set of parameters 
giving minimum standard deviation in da/dN points was shown to be less conservative than that 
of parameter sets giving lowest scatter in A/P. Using both evaluation methods, da/dN versus ΔK 
plots of Inconel718forging were compared to da/dN (ΔK) plots for the pre-existing data at 5500C 
for R-ratios ranging from 0 to 0.8. An overall R-ratio influence was observed throughout for both 
ΔKth and da/dN.  
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Symbols and glossary 

a   Crack width  
c   Crack length  
C  Material parameter in the NASGRO equation 
C (T) specimen Compact Tension specimen 
CGR  Crack Growth Rate 
Cth

m  Constant (negative R-ratio) for threshold value modelling 
Cth

p  Constant (positive R-ratio) for threshold value modelling 
da/dN  Crack growth per cycle 
DO22  Tetragonal crystal structure 
f  Crack opening function 
H  Specimen height  
HCF  High cycle fatigue, typically for large number of cycles to failure (>103)  
K  Stress intensity factor 
KIC  Material fracture toughness (mode I) 
Kmax  Maximum stress intensity factor  
Kmin  Minimum stress intensity factor 
Kop  Opening stress intensity factor, above which the crack is open 
LCF  Low cycle fatigue, typically for small number of cycles to failure (< 
103) 
LEFM  Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 
n  Material constant in the NASGRO equation 
N  Number of cycles 
OICC  Oxide-Induced Crack Closure 
p  Material constant in the NASGRO equation 
PD  Potential Drop technique 
PICC  Plastic-Induced Crack Closure 
q  Material constant in the NASGRO equation 
R  Stress ratio  
RICC  Roughness-Induced Crack Closure 
rp  Plastic zone size  
Smax  Maximum stress  
t  Specimen thickness  
T  Temperature  
W  Specimen width  
α  Plane stress/strain constraint factor for crack closure level 
ΔK  Stress intensity factor range 
ΔKth  Threshold stress intensity factor range 

σ0  Material flow stress  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The failure of engineering materials is one of the most important research studies of all time due 
to the cost of undesirable damages and accidents that are resulted from it. Engineers are often 
required to understand the causes of failures and try to minimize the probability of failures in the 
designed components. Fatigue is estimated to be the single largest cause of failure in metals, esti-
mated to comprise approximately 90% of all metallic failures [6]. Fatigue is defined as a form of 
failure in terms of change in their properties of materials or structures when subjected to cyclic 
loads. The early studies of fatigue characterized fatigue behavior in terms of stress amplitude-life 
(S-N) curves [22]. This approach defines the fatigue life of a component as the total number of 
cycles or time to induce fatigue damage and to initiate a dominant fatigue flaw which is propagated 
to final failure. However, the crack growth and damage-tolerance design later suggested a distinc-
tively different approach to fatigue life taking into account of a pre-existing flaw in components 
which grows to a critical size [22]. In this case, the number of cycles or the time to propagate a flaw 
either assumed or measured using non-destructive flaw detection techniques defines the useful 
fatigue life since it is impossible to have flaw-free manufactured components. In aerospace industry 
and other major mechanical industry systems, engineering components that are subjected to cyclic 
loads often lead to progressive crack growth that eventually results in structural fracture. Good 
understanding of crack propagation originates from the application of fatigue and fracture mechan-
ics concepts. It is therefore important to understand the main principles of failure mechanics and 
how they are applied in fatigue crack propagation of materials. In this work basic principles of 
failure mechanics are discussed and their application to crack growth modeling in the latter chap-
ters. In trying to predict the performance of such components, different modeling uncertainties 
are unpreventable. The evaluation of crack propagation models that minimizes these errors can 
lead to more accurate life-prediction of structures. 
A typical crack propagation curve consists of threshold region or regime, linear part or Paris region 
and the fracture toughness region. In this study, fatigue crack propagation behavior was focused 
on fatigue threshold and Paris region. In the fracture toughness region, the growing fatigue crack 
spends around 1% of its entire life [24]. The fatigue threshold value is mostly useful in components 
that are subjected to low amplitude loads with very high number of cycles. Moreover, according to 
damage tolerance design, the fatigue threshold offers a safe way of design engineering structures 
that contain defects. The determination of accurate fatigue threshold enables to avoid fatigue crack 
growth leading to failure as long as the stress intensity factor range is kept less than the threshold 
value.  Therefore, crack growth behavior in threshold region was given a great attention as well as 
Paris region. In this thesis, prediction of crack growth was modeled to fit experimental data avail-
able for Inconel718 forging and Ti6-4 both cast and forged. Evaluations were done as to compare 
with other methods that have been used. In normal case; threshold model is evaluated for each 
temperature. However, the first method fails to consider all measured threshold values as it only 
reports minimum threshold values for each R-ratio at each temperature. In this study, temperature 
independence of threshold was investigated and all measured threshold values were evaluated. Us-
ing this proposed method, more realistic minimum models of threshold were created in this work. 
In crack growth rate models, current evaluation methods used consider the set of parameters that 
give lowest standard deviation in A/P. In this work; it is assumed that modeling crack growth rate 
with set of parameters that give the lowest standard deviation in da/dN points might provide more 
accurate life prediction or improve the evaluations in crack propagation models.  
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1.2 Objectives 

This work used experimental data of center surface cracked specimens of Inconel 718 forging and 
Ti 6-4 both forging and casting tested at different temperatures and different R-ratio. The whole 
work can be divided into two main parts. The first dealing with threshold models evaluation. Here 
temperature independence of threshold values was assumed and analyzed and different models of 
threshold were generated.  The goal was to arrive at a minimum threshold model obtained from 
the A/P plot of actual threshold values calculated using NASGRO software and predicted thresh-
old from the model. 
The second part consists of evaluating crack propagation rate in Inconel 718 forging with the aim 
of obtaining the best parameters that is parameters in the NASGRO equation which give the lowest 
standard deviation in da / dN. The results are compared with the existing method where parame-
ters with the lowest scatter in A/P number of cycles. Crack growth rate da/dN log curves were 

plotted as function of ΔK for R-ratio values ranging from -2 to 0.9 for the two different methods.  
It is expected that at the end of this work: 

- To evaluate threshold models for Ti6-4 and Inconel718 specimens for three R-ratios as-
suming temperature independence  

- To use 55 Kb bar specimens of Inconel 718 forging available data to make A/P plot for 
the parameter sets giving the lowest standard deviation in da/dN points for each tempera-
ture ranging between 200C-6500C and compare with A/P plot for parameter sets giving the 
lowest scatter in A/P. 

- Evaluation of log-log da/dN versus ΔK plots of Inconel 718 for the two evaluation method 
at different tested temperatures (T= 200C, 4000C, 5500C, 6000C, and 6500C) with a range of 
load ratios (outside of the tested load ratios) from -2 to 0.9 and make comparison. 

- Comparison of the data obtained using the two evaluation methods with best set of param-
eters on Inconel 718 Forging with the data pre-existed at GKN (tested at more positive 
load ratios R= 0.8). 

1.3 Fatigue crack growth and application of Fracture mechanics 

In the early 1960s, Paris et al showed that fracture mechanics is the best tool to characterize crack 
growth by fatigue [22, 24]. Before 1960, fracture mechanics was applicable merely to materials that 
obey Hooke’s law (LEFM), yet its theories were substantially developed to represent conditions 
that violate linear elastic law to account for different types of nonlinear material behavior such as 
plasticity and viscoplasticity [25]. The need of fracture mechanics in the crack growth begins with 
stress concentration effect of flaws presented by Inglis [24] after analyzing elliptical holes in flat 
plates. He considered a plate with an elliptical hole 2a long by 2b wide subjected to a perpendicular 
stress to the major axis of an elliptic hole Figure 1. Mechanics of material approach defines the 
stress at the tip of major axis (point A) as: 

𝜎𝐴 = 𝐾𝑡 ∙ 𝜎 = (1 + 2
𝑎

𝑏
) ∙ 𝜎  (1) 

where σA/ σ is defined as stress concentration Kt. For a circular hole, Kt= 3. For minor axis 2b 
tends to zero relative to major axis 2a, the elliptical hole becomes crack-like and when 2b equals to 
zero, a crack is obtained. Therefore, for a>>b (i.e. crack), equation 1 predicts an infinite stress σA 
even for small σ. The paradox that resulted was that a material containing a crack could fail upon 
an infinitesimal load hence a different approach was needed. Griffith in 1952 motivated by the 
uncertainty of sharp crack theory pioneered the modern theories of fracture with his energy crite-
rion for fracture with which was motivated by the sharp crack paradox. The energy criterion states 
that crack extension occurs when the energy available for crack growth is sufficient to overcome 
the resistance of the material (24). 
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1.3.1 Stress intensity factor 

Before exploring stress intensity factor (ΔK), it is important to first understand three different 
modes of fracture. These modes of fracture consist of three basics modes of separation in which 
crack surface displace as illustrated in Figure 2. Mode I is the tensile opening mode, where loading 
is applied normal to the crack plane, mode II is the in-plane sliding mode in which in shear loading 
tends to slide in a direction normal to the crack front and mode III is the anti-plane shear or tearing 
mode in which crack faces are sheared parallel to the crack front. Mode I will only be covered 
because it is the most commonly occurring mode compared to other modes (II and III). 

In fracture mechanics, stress intensity factor is another important approach in addition to the en-
ergy criterion which is regarded as two equivalent approaches. Based on linear elastic fracture me-
chanics and particularly Griffin’s energy theory, near-tip fields were quantified in terms of the stress 
intensity factor by the works of Irwin (22). Based on Irwin work, two parameters that describe the 
behavior of cracked structures were developed, energy release rate G that characterize the global 
net change in potential energy and the stress intensity factor K (I, II or III) which characterizes the 
stress, strains and displacements locally near the crack-tip.  Stress intensity factor K is still consid-
ered a preferred parameter in engineering to characterize crack growth rate over other different 
crack-tip field parameters among which the energy rate line integral C which is more suitable for 
creep crack growth rate characterization. Therefore, in this work, K is the chosen parameter and it 
characterizes the crack tip condition in a linear elastic material. The stress intensity therefore, de-
fines the amplitude of the crack-tip singularity, meaning that stresses ahead of crack tip increase in 
proportion to K. The stress intensity factor for the cracked material under cyclic loading is ex-
pressed as:  

𝐾𝐼 = 𝜎𝑓√𝜋𝑎   (2) 

Where  is the stress applied to the structure and f is a factor that depends on geometry and type 

of loading. The radial component term√𝜋𝑎 determines the distribution of the near-tip fields.The 
critical value of the mode I stress intensity factor is defined as ‘fracture toughness’, KIC of the 
material (plane strain condition at the crack tip are assumed).  

 

Figure 1: Illustration of an elliptical hole in a flat plate[25] 
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1.3.2 Range of stress intensity factor 

The range ΔKI of the stress intensity factor KI is defined as Eq. 3 or simply Kmax-Kmin: 

∆𝐾𝐼 = 𝑓 ∙ ∆𝜎 ∙ √𝜋 ∙ 𝑎  (3) 

Where Δσ is the stress range and a is the crack size.  
This range of stress intensity factor is the driving force to calculate fatigue crack growth.  

1.3.3 Plastic zone at crack tip and fatigue crack closure 

Cyclic loading of a structure that already contains a crack results in a plastic deformation near the 
crack tip hereafter referred as plastic zone that will alternate between yielding in tension and yield-
ing in compression. As in Fig.3 the cyclic plastic zone is shown as the result of unloading from far-

field load. The growing crack leaves behind a plastic wake and grows in small increment due to the 
reversed plastic deformations where crack closure might be induced. Crack growth increment is 
represented as a zig-zag crack path observed by localized deformation in slip bands near the crack 
tip which results in the creation of new crack surfaces by shear de-cohesion (22). During higher 
cyclic loading the crack grows to enclose even more grains and the increment is represented by 
striations on fractured surface. The modeling of striation was explained as a blunting process upon 
the tension loading and re-sharpening of the crack tip upon the compression [22]. Therefore a net 
crack growth occurs when a fully fatigue cycle is achieved which leads to a striation formation. On 
the other side, crack closure mechanisms operating in the crack wake will tend to oppose this crack 
extension by blunting and re-sharpening process. The crack closure is induced when growing crack 
leaves behind a plastic wake and grows in small increment due to the reversed plastic deformations. 
Residual compressive stress induced in the plastic wake zone during residual stretch following a 
plastic strain at the tip are the main source of crack closure as originally proposed by Elber (1970) 
as ‘Plasticity Induced Crack Closure (PICC)’. The understanding of crack closure was improved 
later on, and showed that crack closure occurs when fracture surfaces of crack faces contact during 
a portion of cyclic loading usually associated with plastic deformation, oxide particles or roughness 
at the crack surfaces [21]. Oxide particles that form in the crack mouth is termed as oxide-induced 
crack closure (OICC) in literature, while roughness at the crack faces which refers to misalignment 
or irregularities of crack surfaces upon unloading process and cause crack to close is known as 
roughness-induced crack closure (RICC).In most research cases, it is explained that changes in 
fatigue crack rate at elevated temperature is attributed to OICC, in the low rate regime and thresh-
old regime RICC becomes important then under low-ratio conditions, PICC is a relative mecha-
nism[3, 29]. However, in general all these types of closure mechanism do vary with test condition 
and material. For example, roughness induced crack closure could be important for mixed-mode 
loading (mode I and mode II loads) [8]. 

 
Figure 2: Modes of fracture [22] 
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1.4 Fatigue crack propagation 

The fatigue-crack growth rate is expressed in terms of crack length increment per cycle da/dN or 
simply the slope of the given crack length a versus the applied number of cycles N curve. Paris and 
Erdogan with use of Linear Elastic Fracture mechanics (LEFM) described a linear relationship 
between fatigue crack growth rate with ΔK in their popular power law relationship: 

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
= 𝐶 ∙ ∆𝐾𝑛  (4) 

where 
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
 is the crack growth per cycle, C and n are constants. These constants depend on material 

microstructure, cyclic load frequency, waveform, and test temperature and load ratio, R which is 

defined as: 
𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥
=  

𝜎𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥
 and ΔK is the stress intensity factor range defined in equation (3). In 

particular cases, the application of LEFM to the crack growth may no longer be valid such as 
instances when plasticity at crack tip becomes large and stress intensity factor cease to characterize 
the crack-tip conditions. The crack propagation can therefore be characterized by ΔJ (contour in-
tegral) for cyclic loading [24]. Furthermore, studies have shown that varying amplitude can accel-
erate or retard the crack growth [24, 22]. 
The general description of fatigue crack growth in most metallic materials exhibit a sigmoidal var-

iation in log-log plot of da/dN against ΔK as summarized in Fig.4. From the CRG curve in Fig. 4, 
three different regimes are noticed with the following characteristics: a threshold regime that con-

sists of the region where no crack growth will occur if the stress intensity range ΔK is less than 

stress intensity value called ‘threshold value’ denoted as ΔKth. This threshold occurs at crack growth 

rates on the order of 10−10 𝑚/𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 and below. In this region, influences such as environment, 

 

 
Figure 3:(a) monotonic plastic zone due to loading by P, (b) stress distribution due to unloading by ΔP 

and (c) a combination of (a) and (b) [22]. 
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mean stress and microstructure have a control. Regime B that describes a linear relationship of log 

da/dN and log ΔK called intermediate regime as first postulated by Paris and Erdogan. In the third 
regime C, there is an extreme rise of crack growth that will lead to the final fracture as the cyclic 
loading proceeds. This acceleration in da/dN is partly due to fatigue striation, microvoid coales-
cence, and or cleavage facets for low-toughness materials and partly due to plasticity mechanism 
in tough materials, where significant plastic flow precedes fracture [24]. The mechanism of plastic-
ity extension is due to the high levels of ΔK (in regime C) where Kmax tends to approach fracture 
toughness of the material, Kc. Generally, catastrophic failure can happen in this region (Kmax ap-

proaches Kc) at lower ΔK with an increase in load ratio.  

1.4.1 Threshold 

Arbitrary, in most materials, fatigue crack growth threshold consists of ΔK value at crack growth 

rates on the order of 10−10 𝑚/𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 and below. According to ASTM E647, fatigue threshold is 

defined as the ΔK value at which da/dN approaches zero [16]. Below that value, crack is not ex-
pected to grow. Paris was able to determine threshold value as a stress intensity factor range value 

at da/dN of the order of 2.5 ∙ 10−11 m/cycle[24]. Two thresholds are believed to exist: an intrinsic 
threshold and extrinsic threshold which are functions of material property and loading variable 
such as R-ratio respectively. Variables such as microstructure, stress state, and environment are 
significant factors controlling the threshold. A micromechanism look at region near threshold ex-
plains the fractured surface in this region to have a flat, faceted appearance that resembles cleavage 
[9]. The path of crack shifts directions when it encounters barriers such as a grain boundary which 

 
Figure 4: Schematic illustration of the different regimes of stable fatigue crack propagation [22]. 
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result in specific crystallographic plane patterns. One can say that fatigue crack growth in this region 
is sensitive to grain size and sometimes coarse grain microstructure can cause rough surfaces and 
roughness-induced closure [24]. The threshold dependence on load ratio is discussed in section 
1.4.4. The application of threshold in design is mostly relevant for conditions involving high fre-
quency and high cycle applications such as turbine blades. 

1.4.2 Behavior of small fatigue cracks 

Three types of small cracks exist: micro structurally, mechanically and physically small. Fatigue 
crack for which crack length is smaller than characteristic microstructure dimensions such as grain 
size is referred to as a microstructurally small crack. A mechanically small fatigue crack is the crack with 
a crack size that is smaller compared to the near tip plasticity. A physically small crack has simply a 
physically small size (below a millimeter or two). This is normally true only for constant-amplitude 
loading. Generally, large cracks exhibit an increasing crack growth rate; however, small cracks ex-
hibit a different growth behavior (see Fig. 5) as they can increase, decrease or remain constant with 

increasing ΔK. It is believed that small crack can have significantly faster growth rates than the 
corresponding rates of large crack under the same nominal driving force [22]. Evaluating the life 
of structures based on large cracks can therefore be non-conservative in case small cracks dominate 
the structural life for example in gas turbine engine discs and blades components. However, studies 
have shown that there are greater uncertainties in life calculation for small cracks than that of large 
cracks [1]. This is because microstructurally small crack data exhibits much more scatter in da/dN. 
This scatter originates from micro structural effects where small crack may grow rapidly in an ori-
ented microstructure (within a grain) while a contrasting microstructure such as grain boundaries 
can retard or stop small crack growth causing crack growth rate to decrease. In contrast, large 
cracks encompass many grains along the crack front which makes its growth advance smoother. 
In application, small crack behavior can be ignored based on the damage tolerance concepts since 
the crack of a certain size is assumed to initially exist and that initial flaw size is normally beyond 

 

Figure 5: a schematic illustration of the typical fatigue crack growth of small and long cracks [1].  
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the small-crack regime. However, in low cycle fatigue (LCF), crack growth is often dominant for 
the total life and hence small-crack becomes important in addressing LCF problems.  

1.4.3 Damage tolerance design 

According to damage tolerant design, failures of components containing a crack can be prevented 
by two means. First, by limiting service life to the cycles required for the longest crack to propagate 
to failure. This is normally done by inspections periodically scheduled to detect crack growth before 

any accidental damage might eventually reduce residual strength of the component. Secondly, en-

suring that the most damaging (longest) crack will not propagate, i.e. ∆K <∆Kth [18]. In the same 
way, Kc is another important design parameter for preventing crack growth to failure, where Kmax 
is expected to be less than Kc. The current need of lightweight components and structures is highly 
challenged by damage tolerant design. One way to limit the stress intensity factor range ∆K under 

∆Kth is by keeping stress at low levels. However, lowering fatigue stresses would mean to increase 
the weight of structure which itself have a drawback to the design and manufacturing requirements 
of lightweight structures. Consequently, the design approach that takes into account of the 
strength-fracture balance is necessary to keep engineering structures within safe limits.  One can 
conclude that the choice of ∆K needs to be kept under but close to threshold (∆Kth) value which 
requires a more certain threshold determination and in the context of this work accurate models.   

1.4.4 Load ratio effects 

The influence of the stress ratio on the fatigue crack-growth propagation was extensively studied 
on by several researchers [27, 22]. In general, a high R ratio value produces an increased fatigue 
crack growth rate and leads to lower threshold stress intensity factor ranges. This was studied in 
more details by Boyce for Ti 6-4, with stress ratios from 0.1 to 0.8 [4]. The knowledge of crack 
closure partly caused by PICC, RICC and OICC (see Section 1.3.3) helps in a better understanding 
of crack propagation behaviors such as influence of load ratio on crack propagation. At high stress 
ratios, the effect of roughness-induced crack closure is discussed [28]. Such an effect results from 
interference between the fracture surfaces during the cycle and reduces the local crack driving force. 
In addition, the influence of R ratio on fatigue threshold is said to be temperature dependant 
whereas it appears to be less at high temperature than at ambient temperature which is attributed 
to crack closure [11, 17].  At certain high load-ratio (R>0.7) data have been considered to be closure 
free and any effects are attributed to Kmax [5]. Some studies have challenged that concept claiming 
that data might not be crack-closure free at R=0.7 and that is due to a debris-induced crack closure 
suspected to develop on crack surfaces. These results suggest an effective stress intensity factor, 
ΔKeff as a unique function over a range of R in the threshold region. [30]. However, in most cases, 
at high load ratios, the effect for R-ratio on crack growth is low while at low R-ratio the effect is 
rather strong and the R-ratio influence most contributing factor remains to be crack closure. 

1.5 Literature on Materials used 

The main characteristics of the alloys (Inconel 718 and Ti6-4) used in the study are described here: 
their composition, general properties and fatigue behaviour.  
 

1.5.1 INCONEL 718 

Inconel 718 (IN718) is a nickel-iron-based super alloy developed in the late 1950s that counts as 
the most commonly used alloy among other Ni-Fe super alloys [8]. This is attributed to its excellent 
mechanical properties such as resistance to fatigue, good creep behavior and high yield and ultimate 
tensile strengths. IN718 super-alloy is known to be predominantly used in aeronautic engine com-
ponents, such as turbine disc, shaft, compressor disc, compressor blade, and so on as it exhibits 
good properties up to 6500C. In addition to that, IN718 has a satisfactory cost/performance due 
to the fact that the alloy does not contain cobalt and has relatively high iron content. The major 
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strengthening phase in In718 is γ’’ with an ordered body-centered tetragonal (DO22) crystal struc-
ture and is due to the coherent strains that originate from lattice distortion at precipitation [12]. At 
6500C, a γ-phase with an incoherent orthorhombic crystal structure forms and this instability at 
high temperature explains the limiting performance of In718 alloy at high temperatures (>6500C) 
[7, 10]. Crack growth behavior in In718 can be affected by grain size. It has been shown that the 

grain size can also have a huge impact on the fatigue properties of Inconel718. Kobayashi et al. 
have shown that coarse grain in In718 decreases notably the fatigue strength in a high-cycle region 

(102 −  107 cycles) than the fine-grain alloy [14].  
In this work IN718 forging was used to evaluate fatigue crack growth threshold and fatigue crack 
growth rate at temperatures ranging from RT to 6500C. It is therefore important to understand the 
variations in its micro structural behaviors relative to the forging process as well as heat treatments.  
Studies have shown that final grain size becomes smaller as the forging temperature was reduced. 
The results from multiple stages of forging processing carried out at lower temperatures preferably 
terminating below 10000C gave even further refinement [26, 8]. The structure observed from this 
type of forging processing consists of fairly uniform grain size with a fine distribution of the delta 
phase on the grain boundaries [8]. This microstructure provides good combinations of strength, 
toughness, and crack-growth resistance. Its chemical composition is presented in Table 1 in weight 
%.  
 

Table (1): Chemical composition of Inconel 718 

Alloy/  
Element 

Fe Ti Ni Al Cr Nb Mo C Co Mn P Si S 

Inconel 
718 

20 1 remainder 0,5 19 5,3 3 0,06 1 0,35 0,015 0,35 0,015 

 

1.5.2 Ti-6Al-4V 

Ti-6Al-4V (with other material designations as Ti64, 6-4, 6Al-4V) is the most widely used of all 
titanium alloys attaining  more than 50% of all titanium tonnage in the world and more than 80% 
of its usage is taken up by aerospace industry[19]. It has a significant strength compared to the pure 
titanium yet still having the same stiffness and thermal properties. This alloy is widely used in aer-
ospace industry due to its excellent ability to corrosion resistance, low density, strength resistance 
to creep up to moderately high temperature and excellent combination of strength and toughness. 
Depending on the application, Ti6-4 have oxygen content between 0,08 to 0,2% (by weight), the 
nitrogen content may go up to 0,05%, the aluminum content may reach 6,75% and the vanadium 
content may reach 4,5%. The increase of oxygen and nitrogen content elevate the strength of the 
alloy. Conversely, lower additions of oxygen, nitrogen and aluminum will improve the ductility, 
fracture toughness, stress-corrosion resistance and resistance against crack growth. Ti 6-4 can be 
found in form of wrought, cast and powder metallurgy.  The understanding of Ti6-4 forging and 
Ti6-4 casting characterizations are of interest to this work as the materials under investigation.  
Cast Ti6-4 can exhibit slightly lower mechanical and fatigue properties than that of wrought alloy, 
but the fracture toughness, stress-corrosion resistance and crack growth resistance show compara-
ble results to that of annealed wrought Ti6-4[19].  

The general fatigue behavior in Ti 6-4 is influenced by its microstructure, grain size and yield 
strength. Ti 6-4 that possess coarser and equiaxed microstructure will exhibit lower fatigue perfor-
mance. Good fatigue performance of Ti6-4 will be obtained from the improved microstructure 
which relatively will enhance its yield strength and reduce slip length. The lamellar microstructure 
of Ti alloys obtained from heat treatment conditions has a higher threshold and a greater crack 
propagation resistance due to roughness-induced crack closure and secondary extrinsic effects 
(such as crack deflection and crack branching) in front of the crack tip. [15] 
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Heat treatment, solution and age condition 
Ti 6-4 is an alpha+beta alloy that is heat treated to get a considerable increase in its strength. Its 
microstructure can have different geometrical arrangements of the alpha and beta phases depend-
ing on the thermo-mechanical treatments or and interstitial content. Three different structures of 
alpha phase are lamella structures, equiaxed and combined of both. Lamella structure is obtained 
from controlling slow cooling of the two phase region above the βtransus resulting in nucleation 
and growth of alpha phase with a coarse structure. Air cooling can result in a fine alpha phase called 
acicular alpha. However, water-quenching from β phase followed by annealing in the α+β phase 
region leads to a much finer lamellar structure. Equiaxed microstructure is obtained from mechan-
ical working of material in the α+β phase field to break lamella alpha into equiaxed alpha. The 
annealing process follows at about 7000C to produce the so called ‘mill-annealed’ microstructure 
which can be improved by a recrystallization anneal of 4h at 9250C followed by slow cooling. Bi-
modal or mixed structure results in the finer alpha microstructure that varies between 15 to20 μm 
from anneal and water quench.  
 
Ti6-4 Forging 
Ti6-4 can be forged by two main techniques: conventional (sub-β transus) forging and β (supra-
βtransus) forging. Conventional forging of Ti6-4 possess an equiaxed α in a transformed β matrix 
microstructure that is preferred for its numerous application, while β forging creates an acicular 
alpha microstructure that is preferred for service conditions where fracture related and creep prop-
erties are highly critical.  
 
Ti6-4 Casting 
Generally, cast Ti6-4 does exhibit a significant difference from wrought titanium in terms of me-
chanical properties. Its mechanical properties are highly influenced by the cooling rate of casting 
process, subsequent heat treatments and oxygen levels. The preparation of test specimen (for ex-
ample, if cast or machined from a casting), its size and location are other important parameters that 
effect mechanical properties of Ti6-4 casting. Fatigue performance of Ti6-4 casting is improved 
with hot isostatically pressed (HIPped), which removes internal defects such as porosity, shrinkage, 
and inter-dendritic cracks. 
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2 Work 

The methods used to determine threshold and crack propagation rate are discussed together with 
detailed description of experimental tests performed for both In 718 and Ti 6-4 specimens. 

2.1 Procedure 

The test method of crack growth involves cyclic loading of notched specimen which have been 
acceptably pre-cracked in fatigue. Crack size is normally measured as a function of elapsed fatigue 
cycles. In this work the final crack size was re-measured visually using microscope and the obtained 
data are subjected to analyses to determine and model the crack growth rate and threshold values. 

2.1.1 Crack propagation test 

The specimens were tested at GKN Aerospace Corporation test lab, Trollhättan, Sweden. 
A starter notch of approximately 0.075 to 0.5 mm radius is induced by electro discharge machine 
(EDM) on the surface of specimen’s side. During the experiment, the crack initiation and the 
change in crack length were measured with potential drop technique. Potential drop measurement 
is used for monitoring the small changes in the crack growth that would otherwise be difficult to 
track. Thin wires for the potential drop were welded on both sides of the specimen (see Fig. 6).  At 
the notch induced side, potential drop values are measured while on the other side a reference 
signal was recorded. A DC current of 10A was introduced to the specimen. The pre-cracked size 
is generated by fatigue load at room temperature at load ratio R=0 or -1. The table below summa-
rizes the test conditions used in this test. 
 

Table2: Test conditions for da/dN and ΔKth tests 

Test method Measurement of fatigue crack growth rates 

Test environment Air 

Specimen type Kb 

Waveform Triangular (da/dN), Sine (ΔKth) 

Frequency (da/dN) 10Hz to generate valid start crack then 0.5Hz 

Frequency (ΔKth) 15-40Hz 

Rσ-ratio 0.5, 0, -1  

Start crack Generated in RT 

Terminate test at: 2.5 mm crack length 

 
The test was carried out at different temperatures and R-ratios and data is recorded for further 
evaluation. When the crack size reaches about 2.5 mm, the test is terminated because of eventual 
momentous bending stresses generated by crack. The controlled rupture of the specimen is fol-
lowed at temperature to estimate the fracture toughness. 
Figure 7b shows the visual measurement on the semi-circular surface crack for the initial crack and 
final crack size. The image of fractured surface crack of specimen is shown in Fig.7a.  
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2.2 Method 

NASGRO equation was used to describe fatigue threshold and crack propagation throughout this 
work. NASGRO software is the current tool that is being used at GKN Aerospace Corporation to 
analyse both crack propagation and threshold.  

2.2.1 Crack propagation in NASGRO 

The NASGRO equation is an extension of simple models such as Paris law. It describes the linear 
part of the crack propagation curve, the threshold region in the lower end of the curve and the 
fracture toughness in the upper end of the curve. For both these equations there is a closure func-
tion describing the effects of R-ratio on the crack propagation rates and thresholds. Different ele-
ments in NASGRO equation were developed by Forman and Newman of NASA, Shivakumar of 
Lockheed Martin, de Koning of NLR and Henriksen of ESA and were initially documented by 
Forman and Mettu [2]. 
 

 
 

 
(a)            (b) 

Figure 6: A test set-up for crack propagation test using Potential Drop (PD) technique 
on a semi-circular surface crack specimen (Kb-bar specimen). (a) Overview of test set-

up and (b) instrumentation around a notch 

  
 (a)   (b) 

Figure 7: (a) Image showing the surface crack of specimen, (b) visual crack measure-
ment of crack size (initial and final crack) 
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The NASGRO equation describing crack propagation is given in the form: 
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where N is the number of applied fatigue cycles, a is the crack length, R is the stress ratio, ΔK is 
the stress intensity factor range. The crack closure level is given by Equation (6) f, the threshold 
stress intensity factor, ΔKth and the critical stress intensity factor, Kc  
Fatigue crack closure in NASGRO, f, for calculating the effect of the stress ratio on crack growth 
rate under constant amplitude loading, and for plasticity-induced crack closure has been defined 
by Newman [2] as: 
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According to the NASGRO manual [4] the following default parameters are used: 
α = is a plane/stress constraint factor. Its values range from 1 to 3 respectively corresponding to a 
plane stress condition and a plane strain condition. For materials with high KIc/Sys, α varies 1.5 to 
2.0 while materials with low ratio for example high-strength steels, α is assigned to a higher value 
(2.5 or higher). 
Smax/σ0 = the ratio of the maximum applied stress to the flow stress. This parameter is used as a 
constant, normally used in NASGRO for a value of 0.3. This values was obtained from fatigue 
crack growth tests using various specimen types and it has been shown that its effect on the crack 
opening function is relatively small [2]. 

2.2.2 Crack propagation calculation 

Calculation of crack propagation evaluates the growth rate of the crack from the test data obtained 
from the lab.  
Test data consists of raw data, pre-crack and crack propagation data. That is the number of cycles 
in terms of segments (one cycle = two segments), maximum and minimum loads applied, maxi-
mum and minimum PD (measured over the crack and reference) values collected from each test. 
The potential drop value (Max PD Mat/Max PD Ref) and the crack measurements obtained opti-
cally (as in the figure 7b) are used to translate each PD value to corresponding crack size. A linear 
relationship between PD values and crack sizes is assumed. 

An in-house written program in FORTRAN was used to read material test data in the form of 
crack size versus cycles and to calculate material parameters for NASGRO (Eq.5). Two constants 
(exponents) in the crack growth equation, “p” and “q” are set to the default values where  

p = 0.25 
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q = 0.75,  
as there is currently no experimental data in the near-threshold or near-fracture regions. Further-
more, α and Smax/S0 are not predetermined. For different combinations of Smax/S0 and α, the C and 
n in the NASGRO equation are determined using a least squares fit on da/dN.  
 
For each set of NASGRO equation, the program calculates the standard deviation in in A/P and 
in da/dN points respectively according to Eq. 7 and 8.  

𝑠𝑡𝑑 =  √∑
 (𝑙𝑛 (𝑁𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙)−𝑙𝑛 (𝑁𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑))2

𝑛−2
    7 

Where Actual corresponds to the measured number of cycles to reach the final crack size and Pre-
dicted corresponds to the NASGRO prediction 

𝑠𝑡𝑑 =  
√∑

(𝑙𝑛(
𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
)

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
−(𝑙𝑛(

𝑑𝑎

𝑑𝑁
)

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑡  
)

2

𝑛−2
  8 

Where n is number of da/dN data points 

Software like MATLAB, Excel and Minitab were used for pre and post-processing and analysis of 
the data.  

2.2.3  Threshold test 

Experimental determination of fatigue crack growth threshold ΔKth values is done under the stand-
ard technique called load-shedding test. According to this method, a fatigue pre-crack is initiated ahead 
of a starter notch in a specimen at ΔK values corresponding to the Paris regime of crack growth. 
The stress intensity range ΔK are reduced in stages with cyclic frequency and load ratio held con-
stant. For each ΔK stage, the fatigue crack length is allowed to increase for orders of about a 
millimeter until ΔK value is reduced by an amount of at most 10%. When a crack growth typically 
smaller than 10-10 m/cycle is reached or when no crack growth, the corresponding ΔK value is 
defined as a fatigue crack growth threshold ΔKth. Similarly, ΔK that corresponds to a growth rate 
of 10-10 m/cycle using the fitted line of a linear regression of log da/dN versus log ΔK is generally 
calculated according to ASTM standards (E-647-08) ΔK-decreasing methods [16]. 

 

Threshold determination in NASGRO 
In each test, the maximum and minimum applied loads were collected and the variable data for 
each specimen thickness, width, area and the center of crack were recorded. The final length of 
crack was measured with optical microscope to obtain the ratio a/c (the depth of crack over the 
length of crack) as Figure 7 shows. These test data were used for the surface crack calculations of 
threshold using NASSIF module in NASGRO.  
The NASGRO equation that describes the R-ratio dependence of threshold is shown below: 
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Where Cth

m is set to the default value 0.1 
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From this threshold equation, crack closure level is defined from equation 6. The constants α, 
Smax/σ0 in equation 6 are set to 2 and 0.3 respectively by default when determining the constants 
for the NASGRO threshold equations. With α, Smax/σ0 and Cth

m given only Cth
p and ∆K1 need to be 

determined. A written MATLAB program code was used to simulate obtained threshold values 
from measurements and to determine both Cth

p and ∆K1 values.  

The NASGRO equation expressed in Eq.9 was used for all specimens to predict crack propagation 
threshold for each R-ratio and compare with the actual threshold data (measured results from ex-
perimental test). A/P (Actual/Predicted) plot was used to see the scatter between actual and pre-
dicted threshold values. In this method it was suggested to determine a scatter factor from A/P 
plot i.e. a ratio of A/P value corresponding to 1 in a 1000 (0.1%) probability over the value at 50% 
probability. This ratio was used to change the ∆K1 to create a new minimum model so that all 
measured threshold values are on the conservative side of the minimum model.  
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3 Results  

In this section, threshold models are presented at R-ratio R = -1, 0 and 0.5 for all materials. An 
investigation of temperature independence was assessed in this work. Results of  crack propagation 
rate evaluated using a proposed method together with the existing method of evaluation are pre-
sented for a wide range of R-ratio from -2 to 0.9  between RT to T= 650oC.  

3.1 Threshold Models: Inconel718 forging 

3.1.1 Investigation of ΔKth temperature independence for In718 and Ti 6-4 materials 

The deviation of fatigue crack growth threshold ΔKth in MPa*√𝑚𝑚 from the average values was 
plotted against Temperature [o C] to investigate temperature dependence for each materials. Linear 
regression (from Minitab 16 statistical software) is used to examine whether or not the association 
between the response and predictor(s) is statistically significant using the coefficient value for P (p-
value). Secondly, you need to compare the coefficient p-values to your α-level: If the p-value is 
smaller than the α-level you have selected, the association is statistically significantly. A commonly 
used α-level is 0.05.  

Table 3: investigation of temperature independence for all materials used 

Material Predictor Variable Coef SE Coef T P Dependency 

IN718Forging T, R= -1 -0,00397 0,008247 -0,48 0,647 Insignificant 

T, R=0.5 0,002433 0,000705 3,45 0,018 Significant 

T, R= 0 0,001262 0,001433 0,88 0,471 Insignificant 

TI6-4Cast T, R= -1 -0,00413 0,005344 -0,77 0,465 Insignificant 

T, R=0.5 -0,00393 0,002052 -1,91 0,104 Insignificant 

T, R= 0 -0,00532 0,002475 -2,15 0,075 Insignificant 

TI6-4Forging T, R= -1 -0,00258 0,001296 -1,99 0,103 Insignificant 

T, R=0.5 -0,00063 0,000462 -1,36 0,222 Insignificant 

T, R= 0 -0,00247 0,000919 -2,68 0,025 Significant 

3.1.2 Investigation of ΔKth T
o independence [In 718 forging] for R=-1, 0 and 0.5 
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. 8: In718Forging: ΔKth - ΔKaverage as a function of temperature for R=-1, 0 and 0.5 (a-c) re-
spectively 
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3.1.3 In 718 forging models 

Using the evaluation method that assumes temperature independence of the fatigue crack growth 
threshold as investigated above, the parameters of NASGRO threshold were generated and mod-
eled in the figures 9 for Inconel718 forging with minimum ΔKth values for each R-ratio, and aver-
age ΔKth values for each R-ratio. The minimum threshold values modeling shows an interesting 
behavior of In 718 forging threshold which decrease with R-ratio before R = -1.  

 

 
(a) 

       

 

(b) 

Fig. 9: threshold model of In718Forging with (a) minimum ΔKth values and (b) average values 
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3.1.4 Inconel 718: minimum ΔKth model (using A/P plot factor) 

To keep the fatigue crack growth threshold models evaluated using the presented method in this 
work on the conservative side; a minimum ΔKth model for Inconel 718 was created by making use 
of scatter factor from the A/P plot (Fig. 11) and it is presented in the figure together with the 
experimental threshold data fitted in NASGRO in the Fig.10. 

 

 
               

Figure 10: Threshold model (In 718) for all measured values together with a new threshold 
model generated from A/P plot 

 

 

Figure 11: In 718Forging: Actual/Predicted probability plot  
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3.2 Threshold Models: Ti 6-4 Casting 

3.2.1 Investigation of ΔKth T
o independence [Ti 6-4 Cast] for R =-1, 0 and 0.5 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 12: Threshold (Ti6-4Cast) as a function of temperature for R=-1, 0 and 0.5 (a-c) respectively 
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3.2.1 TI 6-4 casting models 

The crack growth threshold models are presented in the figures 13 for Ti 6-4 cast with minimum 
ΔKth values for each R-ratio, and average ΔKth values for each R-ratio. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 13: Ti6-4Casting. Threshold model of with (a) minimum ΔKth values and (b) average val-
ues 
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3.2.2 Ti 6-4 Casting: minimum model using A/P plot 

To keep the fatigue crack growth threshold models on the conservative side using the presented 
method in this work; a minimum ΔKth model for Ti 6-4 Casting is presented in Fig. 14 together 
with the experimental threshold data generated in NASGRO 

 

 

Fig. 14: Ti6-4 Casting: threshold model for all measured values together with a new threshold 
model generated from A/P plot 

 

 

Figure 15: Ti6-4 casting: Actual/Predicted probability plot  
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3.3 Threshold Models: Ti 6-4 forging 

3.3.1 Investigation of ΔKth temperature independence [Ti6-4 forged] for R=-1, 0 and 0.5  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 16: Ti6-4Forging: Threshold as a function of temperature for R=-1, 0 and 0.5, (a-c) respectively 
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3.3.2 Evaluation of threshold models for Ti 6-4 forging 

The crack growth threshold models are presented in the figures 17 for Ti 6-4 forging with minimum 
ΔKth values for each R-ratio and average ΔKth values for each R-ratio. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure17: Ti6-4Forging. Threshold model of with (a) minimum ΔKth values and (b) average val-
ues 
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3.3.3 Ti 6-4 Forging: minimum model using A/P plot 

To keep the fatigue crack growth threshold models on the conservative side using the presented 
method in this work; a minimum ΔKth model for Ti 6-4 forging was generated using the scatter 
factor in the A/P plot (Fig. 19): 
 
 

 

Figure 18: Threshold model (Ti6-4Forging) for all measured values together with a new thresh-

old model generated from A/P plot 

 
 

Figure 19:Ti6-4 forging: A/P probability plot 
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3.4 Crack growth model (Inconel718 forging da/dN data) 

Results for da/dN versus ΔK curves are presented hereafter to compare two methods of evaluation 
and to assess the effect of R-ratio on crack propagation rate. Iso-prop curves ΔK versus R-ratio 
values are presented between R= -2 to 0.9 then a comparison of the pre-existing data results with 
two methods is presented. 

3.4.1 Evaluation of the two methods using A/P probability plot for Inconel 718 

Figure 20 presents the comparison between A/P plots for parameters giving the lowest standard 
deviation in da/dN points and in A/P. The analysis shows that both methods are in good agree-
ment with experimental measured crack growth life at probability of 91 and 90% for the method 
giving lowest standard deviation in da/dN points and in A/P respectively and a difference of only 
1% concludes an insignificant distinction between the two methods.  

 

 

Figure 20: A/P plot for parameters giving the lowest standard deviation in da/dN points versus 
with A/P plot for parameters giving the lowest standard deviation in A/P 
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3.4.2 Evaluation of log-log da/dN-ΔK plots of Inconel 718 at different temperatures 

The crack propagation rate versus stress intensity factor curves for both methods of set of param-
eters giving lowest standard deviation in da/dN points and in A/P are presented in Figures 21 
through 25.  

1. At RT, R = -2 to 0.9 (In718 forging) 

In the presented curves of da/dN versus ΔK at RT, the two methods of evaluation exhibit no 
difference since the generated values of parameters do not vary with the method. At 400oC, the 
two methods of evaluation show a slight difference at negative load ratios 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 21: (da/dN, ΔK) plot for the two methods for R-ratios ranging from -2 to 0.9: (a) at RT, (b) at 

4000C 
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2. At 550oC, R = -2 to 0.9 (In718 forging) 

Curves of da/dN at 550oC show a significant difference observed between the two methods of 

evaluation at negative R-ratios in the Paris regime: 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 22: (da/dN, ΔK) plot for the two methods for R-ratios ranging from -2 to 0.9 at 5500C. (a) 
da/dN( ΔK) plot illustrating all three region, (b) da/dN (ΔK) plot showing only the linear region where 

changes between the two methods are observed. 
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3. Iso-crack propagation rate curves at 550oC 

Stress intensity factor range ΔK versus load ratio curves at 550oC is plotted in Fig. 23 to show the 
effect of evaluation methods at negative load ratio. Stress effects on ΔK are also observed 

 

Figure 23: Curves of Stress intensity factor range and R-ratio at 550 0C for Inconel718 
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4. At 600oC, R = -2 to 0.9 (In718 forging)  

Curves of da/dN-ΔK at 600oC show a significant difference observed between the two methods 
of evaluation at negative R-ratios: 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 24: (da/dN, ΔK) plot for the two methods for R-ratios ranging from -2 to 0.9 at 6000C. 

(a) da/dN( ΔK) plot illustrating all three region, (b) da/dN (ΔK) plot showing only the linear re-
gion where changes between the two methods are observed. 
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5. At 650oC, R = -2 to 0.9 (In718 forging) 

Curves of da/dN-ΔK at 650oC show a significant difference observed between the two methods 

of evaluation at negative R-ratios 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 25: (da/dN, ΔK) plot for the two methods for R-ratios ranging from -2 to 0.9 at 6500C. 
(a) da/dN( ΔK) plot illustrating all three region, (b) da/dN (ΔK) plot showing only the linear re-

gion where changes between the two methods are observed.  
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3.4.3 Comparison of the data evaluated in this work with the existing data 

The existing data results are plotted with da/dN curves evaluated using the two methods at R = 0, 
0.6 and 0.8. The difference with two methods of evaluation is observed at R = 0.8: 

1. At R=0  

 

Figure 26: Comparison between crack propagation results for In 718 at 550oC, R=0 with both 
methods and crack propagation results from the existing data. 

2. At R=0.6 

 

Figure 27: Comparison between crack propagation results for In 718 at 550oC, R=0.6 with both 
methods and crack propagation results from the existing data. 
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3. At R= 0.8 

 
 

Figure 28: Comparison between crack propagation results for In 718 at 550oC, R=0.8 with both 
methods and crack propagation results from the existing data. 
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4 Discussion  

In analysing threshold models created using the proposed method against the existing method of 
evaluation; this method provides a more realistic minimum model. The two methods explained in 
this work to evaluate crack propagation rate are shown to differ at higher temperatures where the 
proposed method provides less conservative prediction in the Paris region for elevated tempera-
tures. 

4.1 Threshold model 

The existing method to evaluate threshold model considers only minimum threshold values for a 
given R-ratio at each temperature in predicting the fatigue threshold. In this work, a different eval-
uation method was employed that evaluates all measured values while assuming temperature inde-
pendence. Using statistical tools, general temperature dependence was investigated and found to 
be statistically insignificant.  
For all materials evaluated an actual and predicted plot (A/P) has shown a good correlation of 
prediction with measured values. To keep the evaluated ∆Kth values on the conservative side, a 
ratio of A/P values at 50% and 0.1% probability was used to create a new minimum model that is 
presented for each material in Fig. 10, 14 and 18. Since the evaluation method suggested in this 
work tends to provide a more realistic minimum threshold, it can therefore be adapted favorably 
over existing method (where threshold model was evaluated for each temperature) to model thresh-
olds in a more accurate way.  

Furthermore, from the results of threshold models evaluated, the effects of load ratio are observed 
throughout. An increase in R-ratio decreases fatigue threshold and low R-ratio values correspond 
to high threshold values. Crack closure is attributed to characterize the stress ratio effects on fatigue 
threshold whether per plastic deformation at the tip of the growing crack, or if an oxide layer or 
roughness forms on the crack. Some studies assume closure free conditions at high R-ratios (R=0.7 
and above) and argue that in this case any threshold dependence on load ratio is caused by Kmax 
[5]. However, other studies attribute this dependence for such R-ratios to a debris-induced crack 
closure suspected to develop on crack surfaces [30]. 

4.2 Crack growth model (da/dN) 

The general effect of load ratio on crack growth rate is observed at all temperatures for both meth-
ods. An increase in crack growth rate is observed with increasing R-ratios, which agrees with liter-
ature [27, 22]. From Figures (22, 24 and 25) the two methods (with set of parameters giving the 
minimum standard deviation in da/dN points and lowest scatter in A/P) differ significantly at 
higher temperatures 5500C, 6000C and 650 0C with load ratios, R<=0 compared to positive load 
ratios. It was shown that crack growth rate with set of parameters that give lowest standard devia-
tion in da/dN points is lower than that of the other method with lowest scatter in A/P. In the 
threshold and fracture toughness regimes, the two methods exhibit no significant changes. In lit-
erature, such changes in the fatigue crack rate data at the elevated temperatures are attributed to 

the oxide induced crack closure effect [29]. The da/dN versus ΔK curves between the two methods 
exhibit insignificant changes at 400 0C and absolutely no difference at RT (see Fig. 21). These 
interesting differences in crack growth behaviors observed between the two methods of evaluation 

at elevated temperatures are characterized by variations in the affected parameters: max/o, alpha, 
C and n. The table below shows in which direction these parameters were affected by the choice 
of the two methods: 
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Table 4: Nasgro parameters evaluation 

 

From Table.4, the effect of two different methods on the parameters Smax/So, C, n and α is dis-
cussed below: 

-  The ratio max/o is decreased in the evaluation method that gives minimum standards 
deviation in da/dN compared to the method with minimum scatter in A/P for all temper-
atures. This ratio has been shown to have less effect on crack opening function for positive 

stress ratios [2]. In literature, variations between max/o with crack opening function are 

significant for negative load ratios. Low values of max/o normally correspond to higher 
values of crack opening function [see Fig. 29]; therefore the proposed method is be ex-
pected to give less conservative values of crack growth rate. 

- The constant ‘C’ was decreased while ‘n’ increased in the proposed method(lowest standard 
dev in da/dN) compared to the method that gives lowest scatter in A/P 

- The plane stress/strain constrain α which is directly relative to the crack open function was 
only increased at 650oC in the proposed method (lowest standard dev in da/dN) whereas 
not affected at lower temperatures. 

- There is no change in both methods at RT. 
 
To compare the two methods, predicting the crack propagation model with set of parameters giv-
ing minimum standard deviation in da/dN points is less conservative in the Paris regime for high 
temperature and R<=0 over the other method previously studied. 

T,oC C n α Smax/So 

 
RT No changes No changes No changes No changes 

400 Decreased in the proposed method Increased in  the proposed method No change Decreased 

550 Decreased in the proposed method Increased in  the proposed method No change Decreased 

600 Decreased in the proposed method Increased in  the proposed method No change Decreased 

650 Decreased in the proposed method Increased in  the proposed method Increased Decreased 

 

Figure 29: Crack opening function f , versus load ratio R, for different values of Smax/So  (α=1.8) [20] 
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In Figure 23 (see section 3.4.2), the stress intensity factor range against R-ratio plot explains further 
the effects of load ratio on the stress intensity factor range. A significant R-ratio effect is apparent 

at low R-ratio values. ΔK is high at low R and decreases with increase in R-ratio.  
It has been shown that increasing the load ratio has a tendency to increase the crack growth rates 

in all regions of all the curves plotting da/dN versus applied ΔK (Fig. 21 up to Fig.25). From the 
above figures, extreme levels of crack growth rate are noted in the fracture toughness regime due 

to high ΔK values which tend to approach KIC of the material.   This rapid increase of da/dN 

normally causes catastrophic failures at lower ΔK values for high R values. 
 
The pre-existing data for Inconel 718 Forging (tested at high R-ratio values) evaluation and two 
evaluation methods at 550 0C for R=0, 0.6 and 0.8 (see Fig. 26-28) are comparable at R = 0 and R 
= 0.6. Significant difference between the pre-existing data and two methods data is observed in the 
near threshold region at R = 0.8. 
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5 Conclusion 

In literature, it has been shown that higher R ratio values produce an increased fatigue crack growth 
rate and leads to lower threshold stress intensity factors. NASGRO equations for both fatigue 
threshold and crack propagation rate were developed to consider the crack closure influence on 
them. The results for threshold prediction have shown a good correlation with test results even 
though threshold data for Inconel718 showed some unusual results. Fatigue threshold results for 
Inconel718 show physically incorrect model at earlier R-ratios (R= -0.5) since ΔKth begins to in-
crease with R-ratio at such prematurely value. The results for Ti6-4 successfully show an influence 
of the load ratio on threshold. ΔKth is low at high values of R and increases with decreasing values 
of R. This load effect is due to crack closure mechanisms of the crack surface. The proposed 
method in this work that assumes temperature independence tends to give more accurate predic-
tion favorably over existing method since it considers all measured values and offers more possi-
bilities to model ΔKth with average and minimum threshold values for each load ratio (ΔKth, R). 
Similarly, a method to evaluate crack growth rate (da/dN) with set of parameters giving lowest 
standard deviation in da/dN points for Inconel 718 forging (T= 200C-6500C) was suggested and 
gives almost the same results in life prediction as the original method which considers set of pa-

rameters giving lowest standard deviation in A/P. In the evaluation of log-log da/dN versus ΔK 
plots with load ratios ranging from -2 to 0.9, the general effect of load ratio on crack growth rate 
is observed at all temperature for both methods. An increase in crack growth rate corresponds with 

high R-ratio values in all regions of the curve (da/dN, ΔK), and that agrees with the literature. 
However, the proposed method provides less conservative life prediction where intermediate crack 
growth rate (Paris region) is of interest. This is explained by a decrease in the ratio Smax/So observed 
in the proposed method. Comparison between two evaluation methods for crack growth rate 

against ΔK plots at 5500C for R=0, 0.6 and 0.8 showed that the existing data (tested at high R-
ratios at GKN) is more conservative in the threshold region for R=0.8 but remains comparable 
for R=0 and R=0.6.  

5.1 Future Work and Research 

 It is recommended to move this work forward by investigating threshold models with 
C (T) specimens’ threshold data for each R-ratio. 

 To carry out crack propagation tests for C (T) specimens while taking into account of 

using other max/o and α values and the investigation of A/P plots with two different 
evaluation methods.  

 Since In 718 Forging showed unusual results which might be related to inadequate 
number of test specimens, repeating the fatigue threshold experimental tests for this 
particular material would be worth of future considerations. 

 

5.2 Generalization of the result 

Evaluation of fatigue threshold model and the assessment of different evaluation methods used to 
model linear (Paris regions) crack growth rate studied in this thesis work are of paramount interest 
to the high cycle fatigue problem and hence found to be very applicable and useful for life predic-
tion improvements in the aircraft industry. 
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Evaluation of uncertainties of crack propagation models 
-Gabriel Tuyishimire 
 
The failure of engineering materials has been a huge concern in the scientific research since the nineteenth 
century to date. This is highly due to the cost of human lives and economy that accompany disastrous 
damages resulting from failures mostly related to the fatigue of engineering components and structures.  

Since the rise of the aircraft industry in the past decades, aircraft has suffered from different forms of fatigue 
failures, such as the famous accidents of the world’s first passenger jet airlines in the early 1950’s. High cycle 
fatigue is still the single biggest cause of failure in the aircraft engines and gas turbine applications. In such 
applications, the components are essentially light-weighted and therefore tend to experience very high loads 
that normally grow small and faster cracks.  

It is always difficult to find engineering components that are totally free from defects. Manufacturing pro-
cesses like casting, forming, machining, welding, etc. produce components that might contain defects such 
as cracks, flaws and surface roughness. The fatigue life of components is defined by early studies as the total 
number of cycles or time to induce fatigue damage and to initiate a dominant fatigue flaw which is propa-
gated to final failure under the so-called ‘stress-amplitude life’. This approach tends to over-predict the life 
of components in contrast to the reality. The crack growth approach and damage tolerant design in the 
other case consider a pre-existed flaw in manufactured components either by assumption or by scheduled 
detection with non-destructive test methods. The fatigue life according to these approaches consists of the 
time to propagate such flaws to the fracture.  

In general, the crack propagates through three different stages in metals before it fractures. Those are thresh-
old regime, the linear part of the crack propagation curve or the Paris regime and fracture toughness regime. 
Fatigue threshold is defined as the stress intensity range value below which crack does not grow.  

The accurate predictions of threshold and crack growth are very important to the design engineers for 
accurate life-estimation of components. To predict the life of components that are subjected to cyclic load-
ing, different numerical models have been successfully developed. NASGRO model was used in this work 
since its equation describes the three main regions of crack propagation and considers the crack closure 
function. 

This research work was focused on analyzing and comparing the proposed methods of evaluating models 
of the fatigue threshold and crack propagation rate for two mostly used materials in the aircraft industry; 
Ti6Al-4V and INCONEL 718 with existing methods of evaluation.  
Threshold data from surface-crack specimens tested at GKN were evaluated and minimum threshold mod-
els were developed using the proposed method. In crack propagation models, the set of parameters that 
give the best fit to the available data of (da/dN, ∆K) points were determined. 

It was shown that the method which assumes a temperature independence of threshold gives more realistic 
models and more range of evaluation over the existing method. Moreover, the method developed to evalu-
ate crack growth rate has contributed in the increasing understanding of crack propagation models. 

The close look at crack behaviors is presented in this thesis, such as the mechanism of crack closure of its 
faces upon unloading which mostly governs the crack propagation behaviors of components that are sub-
jected to cyclic stresses.  

The findings obtained in this study are very important in deciding the better method to use in the future 
while evaluating fatigue threshold and crack propagation models. It is recommended to conduct more re-
searches in evaluating crack propagation models for other geometries such as through thickness specimens 
for more interesting comparisons which is part of GKN future plans. 


